Land reclamation and development projects
continue to be an important priority for farmers
every season. Every property owner has their
unique needs as to how they want to maximize the
most from their land. LEON is listening to you and
has continually expanded its line of Hydraulic
Forced Ejection Land Scrapers and Fully Hydraulic
8 Way Pull Scrapers to offer dealers and farm
operators a complete range of units designed to fit
every horsepower need.
When visiting with past and future customers at
local 2016 trade fairs, dealer open houses, and
LEON Product Demonstration Days, farm
operators point out these popular applications for
LEON Earthmoving equipment:

 Agricultural & Construction Projects
 Building Dugouts
 Environmental Projects
 Land Reclamation
 Landscaping & Irrigation
 Livestock Water Relocation
 Protecting Shorelines
 Rebuilding New Fence Lines
 Rebuilding Roadways
 Reducing Soil Erosion
 Etc.

The 2016 LEON Land Scraper line features
models in the 6.5 to 20.5 cubic yard capacity in
both dolly and straight hitch designs. Units can
also be pulled in tandem to ‘double up’ load
capacities. Complimenting them is an expanded
list of options and accessories to help operators
get the most out of their investment. GPS / laser
equipment, push bumper bars, side extensions,
bigger floatation tires, and special hitch
configurations are just a few of the accessories
available. LEON sales and engineering personnel
are constantly in contact with equipment operators
and dealers gaining more insight into what
performance features and innovations will help
them increase productivity in the field. When
making a sizable equipment investment, we
understand that nothing short of optimal
performance will do. Most informed operators have
important land scraper questions that must be
answered before determining which LEON unit will
best suit their needs. Decision makers need to
determine:

 Which LEON unit can best penetrate
your land’s soil conditions?
 Does your tractor horsepower match
your LEON Land Scraper capacity
requirements?

LEON Land Scrapers are available in 6.5 to 41.0 cubic yard capacities (Tandem Series).

Considering all the criteria involved, the LEON line
has evolved and changed to offer capacities which
maximize both precision and productivity, while
keeping overall servicing, tractor fuel consumption,
and potential downtime to a minimum. Higher
horsepower track and wheeled agricultural tractors
are more powerful and efficient than ever when
pulling LEON Land Scrapers. Increased traction
and floatation has never been better when working
in wet farmland and dirt. Certain farmland and
soils (wet clay, hardpack, etc.) can present
challenges to the operator. The LEON ‘Straight
Hitch’ Series is here to offer four models for
tractors in the 150 to 500 HP range. When used in
the right applications, the LEON Straight Hitch
Line can assist in transferring up to 30% of its
scraper weight to the tractor drawbar in order to
fully maximize down pressure onto the cutting
edge.
Larger LEON Land Scrapers can also be equipped
with Large Floatation 23 ½ x 25 Super Grip Tires
to aggressively guide the unit through the most
challenging terrain. The extra width and superior
tire height of LEON tire options are a noticeable
advantage over other multi tire scrapers due to
their superior climbing performance on both wet
and soft farmland.
In addition to the Land Scraper Series, LEON also
offers the Pull Scraper GZ line-up. LEON Model
GZ325, GZ425 and GZ625 are available with
blade widths ranging from 8 feet to 22 feet. These
8-way fully hydraulic pull scrapers have load
capacities of 2.1 to 17.5 cubic yards. LEON Pull
Scrapers are an All Year Round Must on every
farm and are ideal for numerous applications.
Contact the factory or your local dealer for
complete details on the right LEON Land
Scraper Package to meet you specific needs.
Check out NEW LEON Land Scraper and Pull
Scraper videos at www.LEONSMFG.com.

Give your land the makeover it deserves with LEON Pull Scrapers.

LEON
Models

LEON LONG LIFE PROTECTION
All LEON Land Scraper technology features reversible
and replaceable cutting edges, high wear
scraper tires, and heavy duty hubs and
spindles. Long life industrial built RAM
cylinders and hydraulics have fueled the
LEON LAND SCRAPER line for over 40
years and counting. Our trouble free warranties and dealer
support keep you working in the field season after season.

LEON PRODUCTIVITY
Scientifically designed, the powerful
cutting edge action and responsive
hydraulic system makes the large
capacity carrying buckets easy to load.
Make fewer passes, and reduce overall
tractor horsepower and fuel requirements
with dependability and performance you can trust.

LEON LASER PRECISION
Utilize LEON Laser Guided Systems with full
synchronized scraper ‘hydraulic control’ for faster,
more precise grading and spreading.

LEON VERSATILITY
Only LEON provides Dolly Wheel and Straight
Hitch Models in single unit capacities ranging
from 6.5 to 20.5 yards, plus multiple tandem
unit options (up to 41 cubic yards)!

Dolly
Wheel

Straight
Hitch

Heaped
Capacity

M 650

6.51 cu.yd.
(4.98 cu.m)

M 1000

10.12 cu.yd.
(7.74 cu.m)

M 1350

13.38 cu.yd.
(10.21 cu.m)

M 1700

16.93 cu.yd.
(12.94 cu.,)

M 2050

20.37 cu.yd.
(15.55 cu.m)

Tandem
Series

GPS-Laser
Ready

DOLLY WHEEL SERIES





Finer cut with cutting edge and more precise turning control
LEON Ball Steering provides tighter turning radius
Can transport behind a pickup truck
Machine weight evenly
dispersed on tires
 Capacities from 6.5 to
41.0 yards (Tandem
Series)
LEON Land Scraper
Model 1000 Dolly Wheel

LEON Land Scraper
Model 1000 Straight Hitch

STRAIGHT HITCH SERIES

Model 650 - 6.5 Cubic Yard Capacity

 More aggressive cut with the cutting edge, with 30% more down
pressure on the front hitch
 Unobstructed view of the scraper cutting edge from tractor cab
 Works well in heavy, hard packed clay
 Customized hitch packages for individual tractor
 Capacities from 6.5 to 41.0 yards (Tandem Series)

NEED FINANCING?

Model 1350 - 13.5 Cubic Yard Capacity

FCC (Canada), National Leasing (Canada) and
Wells Fargo (USA) can help!
Visit www.LEONSMFG.com to download an application. Click on the
Customer Support menu tab and select Financing and Leasing.
Low interest, Flexible terms are available.
Model 1700 - 17 Cubic Yard Capacity

GZ425 PULL SCRAPER

The LEON GZ425 Pull Scraper is a year round
must on every farm for landscaping, road grading,
irrigation, ditch work, clearing brush, rock digging,
leveling fields, cleaning feed lots, snow removal,
road development and numerous other uses. The
GZ425 offers ‘8-way’ Blade Adjustment which
consists of lifting and lowering and left and right
angling, tilting and offsetting. Standard offsetting
allows the boom to offset 10 feet either left of right.

CUSTOM COLOR OPTIONS
Custom Colour packages are available on all
LEON CASE Red, JOHN DEERE Green, NEW
HOLLAND Blue, CAT Yellow, standard LEON
Black and MUCH MORE. Ask your LEON Dealer
about Colour Options and find the color that best
suits your tractor. All LEON products are painted
using superior `Baked-on Powder Coated` paint.

LEON GZ300 Pull Scraper Custom NEW HOLLAND Blue

NEW GZ625 PULL SCRAPER

The LEON GZ625 ALL SEASON ‘8 WAY’ PULL
SCRAPER is built heavier and stronger to handle
heavy duty agricultural and industrial tasks on farm,
construction sites, and municipal applications. This
unit is rated for up to 625++ tractor horsepower to
tackle applications that are difficult and demand
more power and handling capacity. Optional
hitches, side plates, and weight packages available.

LEON Hydra Push Spreaders are the best-selling spreader in the industry and for good
reason. LEON offers an industrial built unit with modern technology and features to ensure
superior quality and performance. Its Hydraulic Push Off technology eliminates chains,
sprockets, and motors. The Hydraulic End Gate is hydraulically controlled and snuggly fitted
to help contain loose and semi-liquid material. UHMW Polyethylene Guides ensure the
support and alignment of moving parts through the entire cycle. LEON’s unique Beater
Assembly allows to easily convert the Spreader into a durable Trailer. The solid poly box is
constructed from super slippery solid poly materials that are environmentally friendly and
corrosion proof.
Triple Lip Sealed Bearings with Eccentric Locking Collars are used for drive shafts for all
models and 4”x4” high grade lumber protects the top of spreader frame when loading
material. LEON’s Spreader utilizes high and wide commercial truck tires as standard
equipment. Beaters are balanced and synchronized to deliver a wider and consistent spread
pattern. The operator also has quick access to all components for easy serviceability.
With Horizontal and Vertical Beater models ranging from 425 to 900++ heaped bushels,
LEON Hydra Push Spreaders are your hard working reliable partner in the field.

LEON is committed to developing the very latest in dozer blade mounts for top selling tractors. Whether your needs are for snow
clearing, earth moving, or silage applications LEON has you covered. All LEON Mounting Brackets are custom designed with the
customer’s interests in mind.

Kit Number Dozer

Tractor

#1497800

4000/5000

JOHN DEERE RT-SA 9460RT/9510RT/9560RT

#1497850

4000/5000

JOHN DEERE 9R-FSA 9470R/9520R/9570R/9620R

#1497900

5000

CLAAS XERION - FIXED CABIN 4000/4500/5000

#1497680

5000

NEW HOLLAND-SMARTRAX T9.615/T9.670

LEON M5000 Series
Dozer Blades available for

Claas Xerion
4000 - 4500 - 5000 Tractors.

LEON offers a ‘Special Mounting and Service Program’ where highly
trained LEON technicians travel directly to the dealer locations for ‘onsite
installation’. With the cooperation of dealers and farmers LEON has
mounted hundreds of units throughout North America…

LEON Technicians travelled to Caouette
& Sons in St. Paul, Alberta to mount a
variety of Versatile tractors this past year.
The LEON Blades for the Deltatrack are
available for both 30” and 36” Track
models. Contact us today to learn more!

Featured above is a new LEON Model
3530 mounted on a new John Deere
6140M Series Tractor at Deerland
Equipment in Athabasca, Alberta. LEON
Dozer Blades are used in agricultural and
oil field applications year round.

LEON has mounted dozens of 4WD &
Track Drive Dozers on Case 450 - 470 500 - 540 - 550 - 520 - 620 Tractors
throughout North America. The unit
pictured above was for a Rocky Mountain
Machinery Customer.

LEON Dozer Road Crew technicians
installed this LEON Model 4000 on a CAT
Challenger at Pentagon Farm Equipment.
LEON 4WD Dozers feature convenient
Quick-On Quick-Off mounting capabilities.

Check out the LEON Model 5000 with side
plates on a JOHN DEERE 9360R 4WD
tractor. LEON Mfg. offers an impressive
list of accessories including a grated top
extension, side plates, side extensions,
hydraulic tilt kits and more.

LEON Dozer Road Crew technicians,
visited LEON Dealer Titan Machinery in
North Dakota to install a LEON Model
5000 on a New Holland T9 tractor. There
are 100+ Titan Machinery locations
throughout the US. Thank you for your
continued support!

(306) 786-2600
Check out LEON’s MFG. on these

1-800-667-1581

sales@leonsmfg.com

www.LEONSMFG.com

